
notes and
comments

BYU studies announces the inception of a notes and comments sec-
tion to be printed as materials are available we welcome our readers to send
short notes and comments similar to the one included in this issue which may
qualify or correct the accuracy of formerly published materials or bring to
light new information discoveries or research which do not require treatment
in a full length article publication will begin with the autumn 1972 issue
send notes and comments submissions to brigham young university BYU
studies editor A 283 JKBA provo utah 84601.84601

PROMORMONPRO MORMON DRAMA

I1 should like to make two comments on dr lael wood-
bury s statement

no pro mormon drama has yet achieved commercial success
although a number of young LDS writers such as doug
stewart louise hansen don oscarson gerald and carol
lynn pearson and scott card show promise of reaching
that goal BYU studies 122 winter 1972 ppap 238239.238239258239258259238 239

first dr woodbury s list most probably ought to be
longer including at least such names as buddy youngreen
max golightly charles whitman clinton larson and albert
mitchell all of whom have used LDS materials more or less
successfully in producing dramas

second dr woodbury s phrase achieved commercial
success is not clearly defined most certainly there have
been no money makers like polygamy or a celestial marriage
or the canitesdanitesDanites or even the girl from utah but there
has been money made from pro mormon drama buddy
youngreen s porter rockwell for instance grossed thousands
of dollars last summer at sundance theater in the mountains
east of provo utah the problem perhaps is more semantic
than economic if dr woodbury uses pro mormon drama
to mean only that drama which presents explores andor
analyzes mormonism thematically as a way of life and thought
and not to refer to plays or dance dramas which use mor-
monism andor mormon history as background then there is
little problem he is right there has been precious little
mormon drama of any depth intellectually or emotionally

and certainly precious little accompanied by financial success
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